INTRODUCTION
The Cygnus section of the Milky Way is one of the best studied areas of the sky, and it continues to be popular for new investigations. This region is exceptional not only as the direction along the Local spiral arm: it also contains different outstanding objects, important for stellar classification and evolution studies. Such objects axe: WR stars, remnants of novae and supernovae, planetary nebulae, open clusters and associations, highly reddened stars, black hole candidates, etc. (Bochkarev &: Sitnik 1985) . Also, the interstellar extinction law in the Cygnus direction seems to be somewhat different in comparison with the mean extinction law (Nandy 1964 , Sudzius 1974 .
Most of investigations in the visual range in this region have been made by photometric and spectroscopic methods. However, the Cygnus stars are not sufficiently investigated by spectrophotometry. The largest published spectrophotometric catalogs (Glushneva 1982 , Kharitonov et al. 1988 , Alekseeva et al. 1996 contain only about 50 stars with flux distributions investigated. We decided to increase this number by undertaking a special investigation and including some fainter stars.
A list of the investigated stars is given in Table 1 with the following information: HD number, equatorial coordinates for 2000.0, magnitude V from Nicolet (1978) , spectral type from Jaschek et al. (1982) or Buscombe (1974 Buscombe ( ,1980 Buscombe ( ,1981 . Information on variability (V) and duplicity (D) is given in the column named "Notes". In the last column, 16 stars, common with the catalogs by Glushneva (1982) , Kharitonov et al. (1988) and Alekseeva et al. (1996) are marked by letters M, A and P (Moscow, Alma-Ata and Pulkovo). All the stars belong to early spectral types, many of them are of high luminosity. Some stars of our program are fainter than the stars in the mentioned catalogs.
The results of this investigation were deposited in the VINITI archives by Glushkova et al. (1988) .
OBSERVATIONS AND REDUCTIONS
All the observations have been made in the Fesenkov Astrophysical Institute at Kamenskoye Plato (h = 1400 m) in AugustSeptember 1985 and August 1986 on the 0.5 m and 0.7 m reflecting telescopes with a Seiya-Namioka spectrometer. The device was functioning in a direct current mode. The scanning speed was 2.8 nm/s. The observations covered the spectral range of 320-720 nm, with an exit slit of ~ 3 nm. One observation consisted of two scans in alternative directions. The star v Cyg (HD 199629, V=3.94, AO V) was used as a standard. Its flux distribution, used in the reductions, is given in Table 2 . It was obtained by multiple direct comparisons with a Lyr (Glushkova & Shityuk 1986) , taking its flux distribution from Hayes (1985) . The data for v Cyg are related to the quasicontinuum in the regions 320-370 nm and 400-720 nm and to the integrated spectrum (including lines) in the region 370-400 nm.
The observations were carried out by a scheme "standardseveral program stars -standard". The air mass differences between the standard star and the program stars were always < 0.05, the duration of the whole cycle of comparison did not exceed 1-1.5 hours. Each program star was observed from 2 to 6 times on different nights. Mean summer coefficients of the atmospheric extinction were used in the reduction. The procedure of measurements of the records has been described by Kharitonov et al. (1988) . (1) four stars (HD 189687, HD 191610, HD 192640, HD 206672) agree well, the discrepancy of the fluxes being < 2-3%; these stars could be used in future as spectrophotometric standards, 
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other stars show discrepancies of the fluxes from 5% to 9% (averaged over all wavelengths); this can be an indication of their variability since most of these stars are hot supergiants or emission O-B stars.
Since 1972, we were using another, indirect method for evaluation of reliability and homogeneity of the spectrophotometric data (Tereshchenko & Kharitonov 1972 ) comparing the synthetic color indices calculated from the flux distribution with those obtained by direct observation. In the present paper we calculate color indices for the program stars in the UBV, WBVR and Vilnius systems. The response curves for the UBV system are taken from Azusienis & Straizys (1969) , for the WBVR system -from Kornilov et al. (1991) , for the Vilnius system -from Straizys & Zdanavicius (1970) . The constants determining zero-points of the synthetic color indices in the UBV and WBVR systems are based on v Cyg. The constants for the Vilnius system are based on a Lyr. The differences between the observed and synthetic color indices in the UBV and WBVR systems, together with the observed color indices, are presented in Table 3 . The same information for the Vilnius system is given in Table 4 . The observed color indices are taken from the following sources: Mermilliod (1992), Kornilov et al. (1991) and Straizys & Kazlauskas (1993) , respectively. From the analysis of Tables 3 and  4 , the following conclusions can be drawn.
(1) In general, our spectrophotometric data are in good agreement with the observed color indices. The discrepancies of color indices for most of the stars are < 0.03 mag. Considerable discrepancies for some stars can be caused either by the variability of the stars or by the errors of photometric and spectrophotometric observations.
(2) Agreement with WBVR photometry is better than that with UB V photometry. This may mean that the WB VR catalog is more homogeneous.
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